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Twelve noted Hawaiian chefs have contributed easy-to-prepare regional recipes such as big island

goat cheese, roasted banana rum souffle+a7, steamed Kauai clams with red curry basil broth, and

other delicacies. 25,000 first printing.
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I am an adventurous cook, and I'm skilled at putting complex meals together, and on time. I have a

collection of more than 100 cookbooks, and this is the one that gets pulled out for EVERY dinner

party, every special event: it is without question, an incredible resource! My copy is falling apart from

overuse. Most recipes have long lists of spices, but the actual preparation is simple. Excellent

substitutions (ex: orange roughy for pink snapper, not normally found on the mainland) are

recommended, and the suggested wine pairings are very helpful. I have tried 74 of the 118 recipes;

there are only 2 that I would not ever try again.

I had seen this book since my college undergraduate years at various bookstores. Recently,

Honolulu Magazine (August 2001) listed this books as a possible "collector's item," since it is now

out of print. Although I begged everybody to buy it for me as a birthday present, I just couldn't wait

any longer. I ended up buying it for myself. I like to read it before going to sleep at night in my futon.

The book originally sold for $... in 1994. I was very lucky to buy it used for $..., from another used

bookseller.



so many delicous recipes and pictures. the recipes i cooked, made my family and i feel like we were

actually in hawaii in a fancy resteraunt. delicoius! i look forward to more books on this subject!

Not as exciting as I expected.

I like this book

Purchased for my husband who is the latest fan of Roy's restaurant and Hawaiian cuisine. He has

already bookmarked a variety of recipes to try - lucky me!! We purchased used but it is in very good

condition.

I made dish on the cover, and it was fabulous.. I hosted a Hawaiian themed dinner party, and only

planned on using the cover dish and rest of menu from other sources, but there were many great

recipes in it, it became my only source. A great way to experience Hawaiian food with flare..

Lots of interesting choices here. Try it!
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